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TRANSFINITE GRAPHS AND ELECTRICAL NETWORKS

A. H. ZEMANIAN

Abstract. All prior theories of infinite electrical networks assume that such

networks are finitely connected, that is, between any two nodes of the network

there is a finite path. This work establishes a theory for transfinite electrical net-

works wherein some nodes are not connected by finite paths but are connected

by transfinite paths. Moreover, the voltages at those nodes may influence each

other. The main difficulty to surmount for this extension is the construction

of an appropriate generalization of the concept of connectedness. This is ac-

complished by extending the idea of a node to encompass infinite extremities

of a graph. The construction appears to be novel and leads to a hierarchy of

transfinite graphs indexed by the finite and infinite ordinals. Two equivalent

existence and uniqueness theorems are established for transfinite resistive elec-

trical networks based upon Tellegen's equation, one using currents and the other

using voltages as the fundamental quantities. KirchhofFs laws do not suffice for

this purpose and indeed need not hold everywhere in infinite networks. Al-

though transfinite countable electrical networks have in general an uncountable

infinity of extremities, called "tips," the number of different tip voltages may

be radically constrained by both the graph of the network and its resistance

values. Conditions are established herein under which various tip voltages are

compelled to be the same. Furthermore, a theorem of Shannon-Hagelbarger on

the concavity of resistance functions is extended to the driving-point resistance

between any two extremities of arbitrary ranks. This is based upon an extension

of Thomson's least power principle to transfinite networks.

1. Introduction

This paper is divided into two parts. The first part (§§2-7) generalizes the idea
of connectedness to allow infinite graphs to be joined together at their infinite

extremities to obtain transfinite graphs. Such joining occurs at "1-nodes" and is

analogous to the incidence of branches at nodes (henceforth called "0-nodes").

The key idea [21, 24] is the following: One can "arrive at infinity" through

an infinite graph by tracing a one-ended path (i.e., a one-way infinite path).

However, the "extremity of the graph" that is thereby reached should be defined

independently of the path that is chosen. This is accomplished by defining that

extremity as an equivalence class of one-ended paths, every two paths of which
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differ by no more than a finite number of branches. That equivalence class is

called a "0-tip". Then, a "1-node" is a specified set of 0-tips and is understood

to "connect" those 0-tips together. The result is a transfinite graph, called a

"1 -graph". In a similar way, equivalence classes of one-ended transfinite paths

in 1-graphs define the extremities of the 1-graph, called "1-tips", and these can

be connected together through "2-nodes" to get "2-graphs". In fact, the process

can be repeated to obtain " k-graphs", where k may be a natural number or a

transfinite ordinal; this yields a hierarchy of transfinite graphs indexed by k.

The purpose of this generalization of graph theory is to create a structure

upon which can be based a theory for infinite resistive electrical networks that

allows the flow of current out to infinity and beyond. Section 8 presents a sim-

ple example demonstrating the need for such an extension of electrical network

theory; that section also summarizes the primary results of §§9-17, which are de-

voted to a most general theory for transfinite electrical networks. Furthermore,

this structure empowers the idea of a transfinite random walk, a generaliza-

tion of a random walk on an ordinary infinite graph, wherein the walker may

"wander through infinity" by passing through a " knode ", where k can be any

transfinite countable ordinal [28, 29].

Just a few remarks about terminology: As usual, a partition {xm} of a non-

void set y means that y = (jxm , each xm is nonvoid, and xm n xn is void

for m t¿ n . A singleton is a set with exactly one member. A generic form of a

phrase we shall often use is " k-entity", where k is an ordinal and in place of

"entity" we will have "tip", "node", "path", "section", or "network"; we shall

refer to k as the rank of the entity.

The terminology of this paper does not conform to that of the prior works

[21, 24], which were precursors for this one. Those prior works were concerned

with connections "at infinity" whereas this one goes "beyond infinity". An at-

tempt to maintain that prior terminology leads to an unnecessarily complicated

nomenclature.

Finally, the anonymous Referee's help in improving the mathematical style

of this paper needs to be acknowledged. I am grateful for his suggestions—and

patience.

Part 1
2. 0-GRAPHS

A 0-graph is a conventional countable graph consisting of a countable set 38

of branches, a countable set yf° of nodes (henceforth called 0-nodes), and a

mapping from 38 into the set of all single-element and two-element subsets of

Jf °. That mapping defines the incidence between branches and nodes. If a

particular branch is thereby mapped into a single-element subset of J^0 , it is

called a selfloop. A 0-graph is denoted by &° = (38, yV°), the said mapping
being understood.

Our terminology concerning 0-graphs is conventional except for the following

modifications: Adjectives and nouns such as adjacent, subgraph, finite 0-node,

and infinite 0-node have their usual meanings. Other standard phrases will

have a "0-" appended as prefixes to distinguish them from analogous concepts

of higher ranks, which will be introduced in later sections. Thus, we speak of

0-paths, 0-loops, and O-connectedness. The phrase finitely connected means 0-
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connected, that is, connected in the usual sense. If a 0-path is one-way infinite

or two-way infinite, it is called one-ended or respectively endless. A 0-path is

called non trivial if it has at least one branch. A trivial 0-path consists of just one
0-node. A 0-loop is a finite nontrivial 0-path except that it closes on itself, the

first and last elements being the same 0-node. Disjoint 0-paths and 0-loops will

be called totally disjoint in order to conform with some subsequent terminology.

For the same reason, a 0-node is said to embrace itself, and a 0-path is said to

embrace itself as well as all its nodes and branches.

A 0-section of a 0-graph is a maximal subgraph that is O-connected. At this

early stage of our definitions, a 0-section is simply a component of the 0-graph

in the usual sense, but we will shortly generalize the idea of connectedness and

thereby render a 0-section into something other than a component.

3.   1-GRAPHS

Definition (0-tip). Two one-ended 0-paths in a 0-graph ^° = (38 ,JV°) are

taken to be equivalent if they are identical except for a finite number of nodes

and branches. This equivalence relationship partitions the set of all one-ended

0-paths in ^° into equivalence classes, which will be called the 0-tips of ^° .

(These were called "pathlike extremities" in [24].) A representative of a 0-tip is

any one-ended path in that equivalence class.

This idea of 0-tips is fundamental to our discussion, for it is to them that

"connections at infinity" will be made. Although the branch set 38 is countable,

^° may have an uncountably infinite set of 0-tips. For example, this is the case

when ,f ° is the infinite binary tree.

Definition (possession of a 0-tip). If a representative of a 0-tip t° is a subgraph

of a subgraph ^° of a 0-graph &°, then ^° is said to have, or possess t° .

Note that an infinite subgraph 5^° or even 2?° itself may not possess any

0-tips because it may not contain any one-ended paths. In the event that 2?°

does possess 0-tips, we can extend the idea of a node to include the "infinite

extremities" of a 0-graph as follows: First, partition the set ¿7"° of all 0-

tips into subsets 3^° ; thus, ^° = \JS^° , where t denotes the indices of the

partition. Each ^° may be either finite, denumerable, or uncountably infinite,

but it is not void. Secondly, for each x let yf"T° be either the void set or a

singleton whose element is a 0-node; furthermore, we require that J^nJ^ - 0

if Ti ¿ T2 .

Definition (1-node). For each t the set ^°U^° is called a l-node.

In the event that ^° is a countable set, the corresponding l-node xx may

be written out as

x ~ \xo » ̂ i » h » H ' • • •} '

where the r°, are 0-tips and Xq is a 0-node, which may not be present. Our

definition insures that every l-node contains at least one 0-tip and every 0-tip

appears in one and only one l-node. Also, every l-node contains at most one 0-

node and perhaps none at all, and no 0-node appears in more than one l-node;

in fact, a particular 0-node may not be a member of any 1 -node.
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Definition (exceptional element). If JK® is not void, the 0-node in J^0 is called

the exceptional element of the l-node yfr° U ̂ ° .

A physical interpretation of a l-node is that of a short circuit connected to its

elements. This will allow the flow of current along a path out to infinity, through

a short circuit at infinity, and then along another infinite path. Alternatively,

the current may jump along a short circuit from a node out to infinity and then
continue along an infinite path.

Definition (to embrace—for 1-nodes). A l-node is said to embrace itself as well

as all its elements, that is, its 0-tips and its exceptional element, if that exists.

However, we take it that it does not embrace the representatives of its 0-tips,

nor any other entity.

We will use some natural vocabulary in discussing these concepts; in order

to be precise, let us explain that vocabulary. Assume that x¡¡ is the exceptional

element of a l-node xx. A branch that is incident to x$ is said to meet xx. A

0-path P° that contains x§ is said to meet xx at x$, and, if x$ is a terminal

node of P°, then P° is said to terminate at xx with x$ . Similarly, a one-

ended or endless 0-path that contains a representative of a 0-tip t° in x1 is

said to meet x1 with t° .

Definition (1-graph). A l-graph is a triplet 2?x = (38, yf °, jVx), where 38 and

yf0 denote the branch set and 0-node set of a 0-graph and JVX is a specified

set of 1-nodes constructed from the 0-tips and 0-nodes of that 0-graph. It is

required that JVX be nonvoid; otherwise, the l-graph is taken to be nonexistent.

Note that the possibility of a void JVX exists because 2? may not have any
one-ended paths. Also, to identify yfx , we need merely specify the 1-nodes

that are not singletons.

Example 3.1. As an example, consider Figure 1, which shows an infinite lattice

cascade 2?x and an infinite ladder 2?2 that are "connected at infinity" in such a

fashion that their infinite extensions reach toward each other. The line segments

indicate branches, the heavy dots indicate 0-nodes, and the two small circles

Z\ 2?2

Figure 1. 2?x is an infinite cascade of lattices connected

at infinity to an infinite ladder 2?2. Each labeled line

segment denotes a branch, x,1 and x\ are 1-nodes; x\

embraces the infinite 0-node x°, of the ladder network.
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indicate 1-nodes, which will be specified momentarily. We can identify any 0-

path just by listing its branches in sequence. For instance, we have the following
0-paths.

Pa = {ai, a2, a3,...},

Pb = {bx,b2,b3, ...},

Pabc = {ax, c2, c3, a*, b5, b6, a7, ...},

Pd = {d2,d3,d4, ...},

Pe = {ex,e2,e3, ...}.

2?x has an infinity of 0-tips. Representatives of three of them are Pa, Pb, and

Pabc respectively. Even though Pa,Pb, and Pabc have an infinity of nodes

in common, they represent distinct 0-tips, which need not be declared to be

"connected at infinity", that is, members of the same l-node.

Let ta,td, and te be the 0-tips with the representatives Pa, Pd, and Pe

respectively. Also, let x5 be the infinite node of the ladder network 2?2 ■ We

might take as our nonsingleton 1-nodes the two sets x\ = {ta, te} and xj -

{x?, t¿}. This is what is intended in Figure 1. According to some of our

forthcoming definitions, this allows the flow of a "1-loop current" along Pa,

through x|, along Pe in the reverse direction, along branch f , through xj,

along Pd in the reverse direction, and finally along branch bx. Moreover, we

have at hand the l-graph (38, yf° ,JVX) where 38 and JV° are implicitly
specified by 2?x and 2?2 together.

Alternatively, we could construct another l-graph by letting JV' have only

one nonsingular l-node, namely, x1 = {ta, tb}, where ta is as before and tb

is the 0-tip with Pb as a representative. This would disconnect 2?x from 2?2.

On the other hand, it would allow the flow of current along Pa , through xx ,

and backwards along Pb . This flow would not be a 1-loop current according to

our upcoming definition because Pa and Pb share nodes.   D

Let 38r be a nonvoid subset of 38 and let (38r, yfr°) be the subgraph of the

0-graph (38, JVQ) induced by 38r. Corresponding to every 0-tip of (38r, J^0)

there is a unique 0-tip of (38, yT°) containing the representatives of the first

0-tip. However, there may be 0-tips in (38, J70) which do not exist as 0-tips in

(38r, JÇ°) because (38r, A^0) does not contain any representatives of those 0-

tips. Now, let x1 be any l-node for the l-graph 2?x = (38, yf° ,j¥x). Remove

every 0-tip in x1 that does not exist as a 0-tip in (38r, J^0). The resulting set

x) is called a reduced l-node (induced by 38r) if it possesses at least one 0-

tip—and even if no 0-tips were removed. Let jVx be the set of all reduced

1-nodes. If JVX is not void, let 2?r be the l-graph (38r, JÇ0, yVrx) ; if jVrx is

void, let 2?r be the 0-graph (33r, JÇ0).

Definition (reduced graph). 2?r is called the reduction of 2?x with respect to 38r

or the reduced graph induced by 33r.

The idea of O-connectedness applies to any l-graph (38, yV0 ,J/'X) since 0-

paths are defined in terms of 38 and yT° . For instance, the subgraph 2?x of

Figure 1 is 0-connected (in fact, is a 0-section) but the entire graph 2? is not

because there is no finite 0-path that connects a node of 2?x to a node of ^ .
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However, by generalizing the idea of a path, we can say that ^ is connected in

a wider sense.

We need some more definitions. Let x be either a 0-node or a l-node, and

similarly for y . Also, let P° be a 0-path.

Definition (totally disjoint—for 0-nodes and 1-nodes), x and y are said to

be totally disjoint if they do not embrace a common element. Also, x and P°

are called totally disjoint if P° does not meet x.

Definition (terminally incident), x and P° are said to be terminally incident

if P° meets x either at a terminal node or with a 0-tip. In this case, x and

P° are said to be terminally incident but otherwise totally disjoint if they do not

meet at any other node or with another 0-tip of P° ; thus, P° meets x with

only one (not both) of its ends or tips.

Definition (1-path). The alternating sequence

(1) {• • • , xm ,  "m ' Xm+l ' Pm+\ » • • • J

is called a l-path if the following three conditions are fulfilled.

(i) Each P% is a nontrivial 0-path and each x¿, is a l-node except possibly

when (1) terminates on the left and/or on the right; in the latter case, each

terminal element is either a 0-node or a l-node.

(ii) Each P„\ is terminally incident to the two nodes immediately preceding

and succeeding it in (1) but is otherwise totally disjoint from those nodes.
(iii) Every two elements in ( 1 ) that are not adjacent therein are totally disjoint.

By designating ( 1 ) as a sequence, we understand that ( 1 ) is a totally ordered set

whose elements can be numbered consecutively by an index m that is restricted

to some or all of the integers. This is an essential distinction, for later on (§7)
we will discuss other kinds of paths whose elements cannot be so numbered—as,

for example, when m extends into the transfinite ordinals.

A 1-path is called nontrivial if it has at least three elements. The adjectives,

finite, one-ended, and endless, are defined for 1-paths just as they are for 0-

paths.

Definition (1-loop). A 1-loop is a finite 1-path except for the following require-

ment: One of the two terminal elements embraces the other.

Let P¡ and P\ each denote either a 1-path or a 1-loop.

Definition (totally disjoint). P\ and P\ are said to be totally disjoint if every

node or 0-path in P\  is totally disjoint from every node and every 0-path in
Pxr2 ■

Example 3.2. Refer to Figure 1 again. We use the same notation as before.

Also, the x 's denote nodes as indicated. Then,

Pef = {..., e3, x3, e2, x2, ex, xx , fx, xf\

is a one-ended 0-path, and

Paef = iXa , Pa , XX , Pef > x2 }

is a finite 1-path. The 0-path Pd is terminally incident to x\ but is otherwise

totally disjoint from x\ .   Also,   {x°, Pa, x,1}  and  {x^,Pd,x\}  are totally
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disjoint 1-paths, but {x¿, Pd, x\} and {x\, Pef, x?} are not because x\ em-

braces Xf.    G

Definition (1-connected). Let xa be a 0-node or a l-node, and similarly for

xb . Then, xa and xb are said to be l-connected if there exists a finite 1-path

with xa and xb as its terminal elements. (This meaning for "l-connected" is

different from the customary one in conventional graph theory.) Two branches

are said to be l-connected if their 0-nodes are l-connected. A l-graph is said to

be l-connected if every two branches are l-connected.

It follows directly from our definitions that, if two nodes xa and xb are

O-connected, then they are also l-connected. Indeed, let P° be a finite 0-path

with xa and xb as its terminal nodes. Then, {xa, P°, xb} is a finite 1-path.

Definition (1-section). A l-section of a l-graph 2? is a reduction of 2? induced

by a maximal set of branches that are pairwise l-connected.

For instance, the graph 2? of Figure 1 is l-connected but not O-connected

and is a l-section by itself. On the other hand, 2*x and 3/2 are 0-sections

but, under our generalized concept of connectedness, are not components (i.e.,

disconnected parts) of 2?. Neither ^ nor i% is a l-section because it is not

maximal with respect to 1-connectedness.

A 1-path cannot proceed from one 0-section to another 0-section without

passing through a l-node. It may enter or leave a 0-section either through a

0-node or through a 0-tip, and its sojourn within that section may be either a

finite, one-ended, or endless 0-path.

4.   p-GRAPHS

We now apply recursion to the definitions given in §§2 and 3. Let p be

a natural number greater than 1. Assume that for each q = 0, I, ... , p - I

the g-graphs (38 , JV®, ... , JVq) have been defined for a given branch set 38
and specified sets yVq of <y-nodes, and also defined are the «y-paths Pq , q-

connectedness, and ^-sections, along with the terminology pertaining to these

ideas. This has explicitly been done for q - 0 and q = 1 , and the constructions

of this section will extend those definitions by induction to every natural number

P ■
We start with the (p - l)-graph 5?""' = (38, yT°, ... , Jrp~x).

Definition ((p - l)-tips). Two one-ended (p - l)-paths are called equivalent if

they differ at most by a finite number of (p - 1 )-nodes and (p - 2)-paths. This

equivalence relationship partitions the set of all one-ended (p- l)-paths in 2?p~x

into equivalence classes, called (p - 1 )-tips. A representative of a (p - 1 )-tip is

any one of its members.

2>p~x need not contain any one-ended (p-l)-paths and therefore any (p-l)-

tips, but in the event that it does, we may partition the set ETp~x of all (p - 1 )-

tips into subsets ^p~x to get EFp~x = (j^p~x, where again t denotes the

index of a subset. No ETXP~X is void. Furthermore, for each t let A\p~x be

either the void set or a singleton whose element is a q-node, where 0 < q <

p-l.
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Definition (p-node). For each t , the set

(2) x>=2?-lUJ?-1

is called a p-node.

Definition (exceptional element). The element of yff~x, if it exists, is called

the exceptional element of xP .

We impose one more condition, which the exceptional elements, taken to-

gether, are required to satisfy.

Condition Tp . If a p-node contains a q-node (q < p) as an exceptional element,

then that q-node does not appear as the exceptional element of any other m-node,

where q < m < p .

Definition (to embrace—for p-nodes). A p-node xp is said to embrace itself,

and all its elements, and all the elements of its exceptional element xq if it

has one, and all the elements of the exceptional element of xq if that exists,

and so forth for the exceptional elements of decreasing ranks that arise in this

way. However, we take it that a p-node does not embrace any other entity; in

particular, it does not embrace the representatives of its tips nor the representa-

tives of the tips in the aforementioned exceptional elements. If x\ and x" are

nodes of ranks q and n respectively, where n <q <p, x\ is said to embrace

x" if x\ embraces all the elements embraced by x" including x" itself.

Definition (totally disjoint nodes). The <?-node x9 and the m-node xff are

called totally disjoint if their sets of embraced elements have a void intersection.

Proposition 4.1. // x^ and ypQ are respectively a q-node and a p-node with
0 < q < p and if x% and y£ embrace a common node, then y£ embraces xß .

If in addition p = q, then xß = yg ■

Proof. Let z" denote an «-node that is embraced by both Xq and y^. If

n = q, then, since by definition x$ does not embrace another node of the

same rank q but does embrace itself, we must have that z" — Xq , and so yg

embraces z" — x^ .

Now assume that n < q < p. Let x_i be the unique exceptional element

in Xq , and let x_^ be the unique exceptional element in x_^+i for k =

2,3,...,. Thus, we have a finite sequence of nodes x_i, x_2, ... of strictly

decreasing ranks, one of which is the «-node z" . Similarly, let y_i, y-2, ...

comprise the sequence of unique exceptional elements of strictly decreasing

ranks such that • • • G y-2 £ y-1 e yj; z" is also one of those elements.

Suppose that y^ does not embrace Xq . It follows that there will be a node

w = x-i = y-j appearing in both sequences such that its predecessors x_,+i
and y~j+i (i, j > 1) are not the same. This violates Condition rp . We can

conclude that y^ embraces Xq .

If q = p , we must have that x^ = yg because again a p-node cannot embrace

another p-node.   D

Definition ( p-graph). A p-graph is a (p + 2)-tuplet

(3) 2?p = (38,^°,..., jrp),
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where 38 is a set of branches and each Jfq for q = 0, ... , p is a specified

nonvoid set of tf-nodes.

For each q the specification of yfq occurs when the partition {J<9¡q~x and

the Jr\q~x are chosen. This can be done only after the j¥m for m = 0, ... ,

q - 1 have been specified. As we shall see, in order for Jrp to be nonvoid, the

Jfq , where q = 0, ... , p - I, must be infinite sets.

Given 2?p with p > 1, we can examine the corresponding 2?p~x = (38, yf°,

... , yKp-x). Once again, let 38r be a subset of 38 . Let S?/"1 = (38r, J^0,

... , JVP~X) be the reduction of 2?p~x induced by 38r. (This has been explicitly

defined for p - 1 = 1.) We assume for now that JÇ0,... , yfrp~l are all

nonvoid. Corresponding to each (p - l)-tip tp~x of 2?p~l there is a unique

(p - l)-tip of 2?p~x, namely, the one containing the representatives of tp~x.

However, there may be (p - l)-tips in 2?p~x that do not exist in 2*rp~x because

2?rp~x may not contain any representatives of those (p-l)-tips. Let xp beany

p-node of the given p-graph 2?p . Remove every (p - l)-tip in xp that does

not exist as a (p - l)-tip of 2?rp~x. Similarly, if xp has an exceptional element

Xq7 , where 0 < q < p - 1, all of its (q — l)-tips—and therefore it too—may

not exist in ^p_1 for the same reason. If so, remove it from xp as well. If

the resulting set xp has at least one (p - l)-tip, it is called a reduced p-node

(induced by 38r). Let jVp be the set of all reduced p-nodes. If jVrp is not

void, let Jy be the p-graph (38r, JÇ0, ... , JVP) ; if Ap is void, let 3> be the
(p - l)-graph &rx =(38r,jr?,..., Jfp~X).

Another situation may arise if 38r is chosen arbitrarily. There may be some

integer q with 0 < q < p - 1 for which the JÇ9*1, ... , Jf? are all void
when the construction of the preceding paragraph is applied recursively with

p replaced by m = I, ... , p. Indeed, if JÇ9*1 is void, then so too will be
jVrm for m - q + 2, ... , p because representatives of w-tips will not exist. In

this case, we let 2?r be the <?-graph (38r, JÇ0, ... , JK9) where q is the largest

natural number for which jVr9 is not void.

Definition (reduced graph). % is called the reduction of 2?p with respect to 3Sr

or the reduced graph induced by 33r.

Now, consider the (p - 1 )-path

(A\ pp-l — t v-p-1     PP-2    rP-l     pp-2 i
V v l — \- • • , Am     ' l m     i -^m+l '    m+l ' • • • J >

which is an alternating sequence of (p - l)-nodes xpm~x, (p - 2)-paths P^f2,

and possibly a terminal element—a #-node with q < p - 1 —to the left and/or

to the right. (Here too, this has been explicitly defined for p - 1 = 1. In a

moment, we shall complete our definition of a higher-rank path by stating the

conditions such a path must fulfill. All that need be known right now is that

there are entities, called "paths of higher ranks", that are alternating sequences

as stated.) Pp~x is called nontrivial if it has at least three elements. For larger

p, each Pm~2 can be expanded into another alternating sequence of nodes and

paths of still lower rank, and so forth repeatedly.

Definition (to embrace—for a (p -1 )-path). We say that a (p -1 )-path embraces

itself, and all its elements, as well as the paths of lower ranks, and ultimately
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the branches arising in this repeated expansion of paths. We also say that it

embraces all the elements embraced by its nodes and by the nodes arising in

this repeated expansion of paths. However, it does not embrace any other entity.

Definition (to meet). If a p-node xp embraces a 0-node x$ belonging to a

branch b, we say that b meets xp at Xq . Now let the integers « and q be

no larger than p - 1. If an «-path P" and a <?-node xq embrace a node in

common, then P" and xq are said to meet at that node. Also, with regard to (2)

and (4), if a one-ended or endless (p-l)-path Pp~x contains as a subsequence

a representative of a (p - l)-tip tp~x in a p-node xp , then Pp~x is said to

meet xp with tp~x.

For the last situation, it should be noted that, even though Pp~x contains a

representative of tp~x as a subsequence, tp~x is not an element of Pp~x, and

any node containing tp~x is not embraced by Pp~x .

Definition (totally disjoint and terminally incident). The q-node xq and the

(p - l)-path Pp~x are called totally disjoint if Pp~x does not meet xq . Also,

xq and Pp~x are said to be terminally incident if Pp~x terminates at a node

that embraces or is embraced by xq or if, for q = p , Pp~x meets xp with a

(p - l)-tip in xp . Moreover, xq and Pp~x are called terminally incident but

otherwise totally disjoint if they are terminally incident and Pp~x does not meet

xq at any other node embraced by Pp~x or with any other (p - l)-tip. Two

(p - l)-paths PP~X and P^~x are called totally disjoint if the set of all nodes

embraced by Pp~x has a void intersection with the set of all nodes embraced

by Pf"1.

Note that, in order for PP~X and Pp~x to be totally disjoint, it is not in

general sufficient to impose this void-intersection property on just the sets of

0-nodes embraced by PP~X and by Pp~x . For example, in Figure 1 the two

1-paths {x°, Pa , x¡, Pef, xj} and {x¿, Pd, x\} embrace nonintersecting 0-

node sets. However, they are not totally disjoint because x2 embraces x° .

We now complete our recursive definition of a path of higher rank by expli-

cating the conditions that such a path must satisfy.

Definition (p-path). The alternating sequence

(•>) {• • ■ , xm >  "m      > Xm+\ '    ,m+l » '•• J

is called a p-path if the following three conditions are fulfilled.

(i) Each P¡„~x is a nontrivial (p - l)-path and each xpm is a p-node except

possibly when (5) terminates on the left and/or on the right, in which case the

terminal element is a <?-node where 0 < q < p .

(ii) Each Pm~ ' is terminally incident to the two nodes immediately preceding

and succeeding it in (5) but is otherwise totally disjoint from those nodes.

(iii) Every two elements in (5) that are not adjacent therein are totally disjoint.

Note that, by designating (5) as a sequence, we understand that the indices

m are restricted to the integers; they are not allowed to extend to the transfinite

ordinals.

For p-paths, the adjectives "nontrivial", "one-ended", and "endless", are de-

fined just as they are for 0-paths. Similarly, a p-path is finite if there are only
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a finite number of entries in (5) even though it may be transfinite in the sense

that the integers do not suffice to index its embraced branches sequentially in

accordance with a tracing of (5). Also, all the terminology used with (4) is

carried over to (5).

Definition (p-loop). A p-loop is a finite p-path except for the following require-

ment: One of the two terminal elements embraces the other.

Proposition 4.2. Assume that the p-path (5) contains at least one p-node, say

xpm+x that is not a terminal element.  Then, at least one of the adjacent paths,

PhT1 or P^-\, meets xpm+l with a (p - l)-tip.

Proof. The only way the conclusion can be negated is if both P%fx and P^~\

terminate at the single exceptional element Xo in xpm+x in such a way that Pj£~x

has a terminal element ym and P^~\ has a terminal element ym+x, each of

which embraces or is embraced by Xo . Three cases arise:

(1) ym and ym+x both embrace xn • By Proposition 4.1, either ym embraces

ym+x or ym+x embraces ym.

(2) ym embraces xo and xo embraces ym+i (or conversely). By definition,

ym embraces all the elements embraced by xn. Hence, ym embraces ym+i.

(Conversely, ym+i embraces ym .)

(3) Xq embraces both ym and ym+x. We now invoke the fact that Xo con-

tains as an element of itself no more than one exceptional element w, and

the rank of w is lower than the rank of Xo . Moreover, w contains no more

than one exceptional element u, and u is of still lower rank. Continuing in

this way, we find that Xo and all its embraced exceptional elements form a se-

quence {xo, w , u, ...} whose elements have stricly decreasing ranks. So, ym

and ym+x must appear in this sequence. This implies that ym embraces ym+x,

or conversely.

In all three cases, we obtain a contradiction to the fact that P^fx and P^~\

are totally disjoint.   D

If (5) terminates on the left (or right) at xa , then the (p - l)-path P%Tl of

lowest (of highest) index m will be called the leftmost (or rightmost) subpath

of rank p - 1 embraced by (5). Similarly, the (p - 2)-path in that leftmost
(rightmost) subpath of lowest (of highest) index, if it exists, will be called the

leftmost (or rightmost) subpath of rank p - 2 embraced by (5). This terminology

is extended to subpaths of still lower rank.

Proposition 4.3. If a p-path Pp terminates on the left (right) at a node xa of

rank q where q < p, then Pp embraces leftmost (rightmost) subpaths of every

rank « , where n = q-l,..., p -I.

Proof. Since Pp terminates on, say, the left, it contains a leftmost subpath

Pp~x of rank p - 1. If Pp~x does not contain a leftmost subpath of rank

p - 2, then it can meet xa only with a (p - l)-tip. Hence, xa must be of rank

p at least. Thus, if xa 's rank is less than p , Pp~ ' must contain a leftmost

subpath of rank p - 2. This argument can be continued inductively to obtain

the proposition.   D

Note. Since Pp may terminate at x9 with an /-node y', where i < q and

x9 embraces y', the conclusion of the last proposition may also hold for some

values of « smaller than q - 1 .
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Definition ( #-connected). Let the integers m, n, and q be no larger than

p. Let x£ be an «-node and x™ be an «z-node. x£ and x™ are said to

be q-connected if there exists a finite q-oatb that meets x£ and x™. Two

branches are called q-connected if their 0-nodes are ^-connected. A graph is

called q-connected if all its branches are ^-connected.

Proposition 4.4. If two nodes in a p-graph are q-connected, then they are n-

connectedfor each n = q + 1, ... , p .

Proof. Let
pq _ íy-1     p«-l     yQ     p<7-l p«-l     vmi
r    — X-^a ' r0       ' Al ' rl       > • • • » ri       ' AA J

be a finite q-natfi connecting the two nodes xa and x™. Thus, both / and

m are no larger than q . Then, Pq+X = {xla, Pq, x™} is a finite (q + l)-path,

pi+2 = {x'a, Pq+l, xj?} is a finite (q + 2)-path, and so forth.   D

Definition (^-section). For any q with 0 < q < p, a q-section of a p-graph

2/ is a reduction of ^ induced by a maximal set of branches that are pairwise
^-connected.

Proposition 4.5. An n-path can pass into or out of a q-section Sq (i.e., it em-

braces a branch in Sq and a branch not in Sq) only if n > q.

Proof. Suppose this is not so. Then, there will be an «-path Pn with n < q

which terminates at both ends at 0-nodes having incident branches ba and

bb lying only in different ^-sections. Hence, P" is a finite «-path. Thus,

ba and bb are «-connected and, by Proposition 4.4, ^-connected. By the

maximality condition of ^-sections, ba and bb lie in the same <7-section, a

contradiction.   D

The last proposition implies that, if « < q, any «-path or «-loop is confined
to a single ^-section. On the other hand, the condition « > q is not in general

sufficient for the existence of an «-path passing through two given ^-sections

because nodes of rank larger than q may not be suitably located in 2* .

5.   (y-GRAPHS

The next step in generalization occurs when p is replaced by the least trans-

finite ordinal co ; it requires some modifications in our constructions. We start

with a graph that has p-nodes for every natural number p . Such a graph can

be obtained by repeating without end the recursion through which a p-graph is

constructed. It is specified by the infinite set

(6) (38,Jf\jVx,...),

where now the listing of the JVp continues through all the natural numbers

p. Each Jfp is required to be a nonvoid set (and in fact an infinite set, for

otherwise JVp+x would be void).

Definition ( cö-graph). We call (6) an co-graph and denote it by 2?*° .

Definition ( w-path). An cô-path is a one-ended sequence of the form

(7) P» = {x«>, Pp°- ', xf ', Pp' -x, xf , Pf - ', ...}
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where x* is a <?n-node, x„ is a pm-node, Pm~l is a nontrivial (pm - 1)-

path, qo < Po, the pm are strictly increasing (i.e., Po < Pi < P2 < • • • ) > and

the members of (7) are pairwise totally disjoint except for adjacent members,

which are terminally incident but otherwise totally disjoint.

As a consequence of these conditions, at least one of the two paths P^x

and P^f{~1 meets x^j with a (pm+x - l)-tip (see Proposition 4.2, whose

proof applies just as well to the present situation).

Definition ( ty-tip). Two co-paths are called equivalent if they have represen-

tatives such as (7) that differ by no more than a finite number of members.

Then, an œ-tip tw is an equivalence class of pairwise equivalent co paths. A

representative of f is any member of the equivalence class.

Assume now that the co-graph (6) has a nonvoid set ET& of co-tips and

choose a partition £7~a = \J^â. Also, for each index x of the partition, let

JV™ be either the void set or a singleton whose element is a <7-node for some

natural number q.

Definition ( co-node). For each index x, the set

is called an co-node, and, if yVzw is not void, its unique element is called the

exceptional element of xw. In addition, every co-node is required to satisfy

Condition Yw , which is a restriction on its exceptional element reading exactly

as does Condition Yp except that p is replaced by co.

Condition Tw. If an co-node contains a q-node (q < co) as an exceptional

element, then that q-node does not appear as the exceptional element of any

other m-node, where q < m < co.

Definition ( co-graph). An co-graph is an infinite totally ordered set

2?w = (38 ,Jf°,JVx,... ,yrw)

having co + 2 entries, where 38 is a set of branches and each Jfq for q =

0, ... ,co is a nonvoid specified set of #-nodes.

As with any p-graph, when q is a natural number, each Jfq can be specified

only after the J^"1, for m = 0,... , q — 1, have been specified, and similarly

all the Jrq have to be specified before yfw can be specified.

A reduced graph 2?r of an co-graph induced by a subset 38r of 38 is defined

exactly as is a reduced graph of a p-graph.

Another way of representing a one-ended co-path is obtained by replacing

every index m by -m in (7) and in the conditions imposed upon (7). Fur-

thermore upon appending the result to the left of (7) (and striking out the extra

Xq70) , we obtain an endless co-path Pw . All the terminology for p-paths extend

to one-ended and endless co-paths.

Our definition of an co-path

(Q\ i Yu>     pâ     Yw pw 1
\°) \- ■ ■ , -*OT 5 rm , -*m+l , rm+\ > • • ■ i

is the same as that of a p-path, given in §4, except that (5) is replaced by (8),

p by co, and p - 1 by cd (Note that now each P% in (8) must be one-ended
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or endless, not finite.) An co-loop is a finite co-path except that one of its two

terminal nodes embraces the other one.
With these alterations, Proposition 4.1 through 4.3 hold as before except for

some obvious modifications. For example, in Proposition 4.3 the values for «

are now q - I, q, q+l, ... , but not p - 1 because with p = co there is no

ordinal p - 1.

As for connectedness, let x£ and x\ be nodes of ranks « and q respectively,

where 0 < n < co and 0 < q < co. These nodes are said to be co-connected if

there is a finite p-path, where p < co, that meets x£ and x9b . Finally, an co-

section is a reduction of 2? induced by a maximal set of branches whose incident

0-nodes are pairwise co-connected. Such a section will have more significance

in graphs of ranks higher than co.

6. Graphs of still higher ranks

With co-graphs in hand, we can proceed as in §4 to obtain (co + p)-graphs

for any natural number p > 0 by using (co + p - l)-tips to define (co + p)-

nodes. Then, the method of §5 provides (co + co)-tips from which (co2)-nodes

and (co2)-graphs can be obtained. This process can be continued to generate

k-graphs where k is any countable ordinal that can be reached through these

recursive constructions. The procedure of §4 (§5) is used when k is a successor

ordinal (respectively, limit ordinal).

For example, an co2-graph can be constructed as follows: Start with one-

ended paths of the form (7), where now pm = conm and the nm are natural

numbers with «o < «i < «2 < • • • • Then define (coco)-tips tm(0 as equivalence

classes of such paths, pairwise differing on no more than a finite number of

elements. This leads to co2-nodes of the form

x°>2 = 3\w&u jyxw€>

from which the co2-graph (38, yf°, ... , yV° ) can be defined.
Thus, we can have transfinite graphs of rank k for quite a range of finite or

transfinite ordinals k , and ^-sections may be defined in these graphs for every

q from 0 to k.

1.   (k , 0)-PATHS AND TERMINAL BEHAVIOR AT EXTREMITIES

Again let p be a natural number larger than 0. Given the p-path (5), we can

think of each P„\~x being explicitly written out as a (p - l)-path. This will yield

an expanded display of (5) involving the p-nodes xpm and the possible terminal,

nodes of (5), as well as the (p - l)-nodes, possibly other terminal nodes, and

(p - 2)-paths arising from the expansions of all the P„\~ ' in (5). (For an example

wherein p = 4, see the second line of Figure 2.) If a P„\~x terminates at an

/-node d' (i < p - 1) that is embraced by a p-node, the notation dl is deleted

from the expanded version of (5). No such deletion is needed if Pfn~{ meets

the p-node with a (p - l)-tip. By virtue of Proposition 4.2, no more than one

such deletion need be made at each p-node. On the other hand, if P„\~x is a

leftmost (rightmost) subpath, its terminal node on the left (right) is compared

in rank with the terminal node on the left (right) in (5). If those ranks are the

same, the two terminal elements will be identical, according to Proposition 4.1,
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and just one node notation is retained. If not, we discard the node with the

lower rank. In this way, no two nodes appear as adjacent terms in the expansion

of (5).
The integers may no longer suffice to index consecutively all the terms of this

expanded form of (5). Moreover, its terms, when ordered in accordance with

this sequence of sequences, are totally ordered but may not be well-ordered.

Well-ordering may be absent, for example, when one of the P„\~x is an endless

path. We will refer to this expanded form of (5) as a (p, p - l)-path and will

denote it by Pp'p~x .

This process can be repeated, as is indicated in Figure 2. An expansion

of all the (p - 2)-paths in the transfinite (p, p - l)-path yields a transfinite

(p, p - 2)-path Pp'p~2. Continuing in this way, we obtain for each q < p the

transfinite (p, q)-path Pp'q and finally a transfinite (p, 0)-path Pp • ° , which is

totally ordered but not necessarily well-ordered. The elements of Pp • ° will be

branches interspersed with nodes of various ranks. Two adjacent branches will

be separated by a 0-node to which they are incident. The higher-order nodes

will separate various finite or infinite totally ordered sets.

The (p, oyioops are defined from the p-loops in just the same way and called

transfinite loops if they have more than a finite number of branches. Note that,

for each p-path or p-loop, there is a corresponding, uniquely defined (p, 0)-

path or (p, 0)-loop.

An üj4-path:_x2, P3, x4, P,3, x4 ,P*, —

--P03  --    --Ps-

Its co4'3-path:   x20,P02,xf,f?2,xi/",xr,X.Qo.^,Qf, "'

Po2--R,2-1 o ^ r,

Its iij4,2-Datrv     x2    P1    *2    P1    v2   •••  v3   •••  R'    p2   R1    o2   •••

-PJ--P{-

Its a/^-path:   x2,—, Pf.x'o.PoV, ,"\x? ,-,S°, f¿,S° , f,'  ,—

.. _rO_       --po-.      _ pO^

Its w4'°-path:   x2,.,x0l —,xe„b.„x§,b0,—,XJ,.

Figure 2. Illustration of the possible terminal behav-

iors of a 4-path and its corresponding (4, <7)-paths (q =

0, ... , 3). The 4-path is assumed to terminate on the

left at a 2-node Xq . The d 's, e 's, f 's, and x 's denote
nodes, and the P 's, Q 's, R 's, and S's denote paths

of the indicated ranks. The b 's are branches. The ter-

minal element dlQ (i < 3) on the left-hand side of P,3

is deleted in the expansion of Pj5 in the second line

because it is embraced by x4 .
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Assume Pp is a p-path that terminates on the left at a q-node Xq where

q < p . Then, by Proposition 4.3, Pp embraces leftmost subpaths P0" of every

rank « , where « varies from p - 1 down to q - 1 and perhaps lower. Let m

be the smallest « for which Pp embraces a leftmost node of rank « - 1. (This

is illustrated in Figure 2 for p = 4, q = 2, and m = 2.) In short, there may

be a critical value of « , namely, m such that Pp embraces a leftmost subpath

Pq ~x of rank « - 1 for every n = m, ... , p, but not for n < m . This means

that P0m, P0m+l, ... , Pq a11 terminate at x^ with a node, that P0m_1 meets

Xq with an (m - 1 )-tip, and that for n — 0, ... , m -2 there is no embraced

«-path that terminates at or meets Xq .

The same kind of pattern will exist at all the p-nodes of Pp at which (p - 1 )-

subpaths terminate.

Similarly, any co-path or co-loop can be expanded into nested sequences of

paths and nodes of lower ranks because each P% in (8) has the one-ended form

(7) or the endless version of (7). This ultimately yields a uniquely defined,

totally ordered (but not in general well-ordered) set of branches interspersed

with nodes whose ranks vary from 0 to co ; that result will be called an (co, 0)-

path or an (co, 0)-loop.

These ideas extend directly to A>paths, where k is any countable ordinal

obtained as indicated in §6. We obtain thereby (k, 0)-paths and (k, 0)-loops.

Part II
8. Transfinite electrical networks

Infinite electrical networks have appeared intermittently in both the math-

ematical and electrical engineering literature for most of this century, but the

earlier works were restricted to networks having graphs with regular repetitive

patterns, such as ladders and grids. It has been only during the past two decades

that networks with arbitrary graphs have been the subject of an ongoing research

activity. The seminal work in this area was by Flanders [7] and appeared in

1971. It established an existence and uniqueness theorem for the voltage-current

regime in a locally finite, linear, resistive network having only a finite number of

sources and open circuits everywhere at infinity. This was followed by a series

of papers that generalized the theory in various ways; see [1-4, 19-25], and the

references therein. Actually, infinite electrical networks arise in quite a different

context as well, namely, in the theory of random walks on infinite graphs [5, 6,

12, 14, 16-18]. All the infinite electrical networks considered up to now have

been finitely connected, that is, between every two nodes there exists a finite

path. Nonetheless, infinite networks having some pairs of nodes connected by

infinite paths but not by finite ones is an idea worth pursuing.

This paper was inspired by the following question. What kind of connections

can be made between the "infinite extremities" of an infinite network? That

short circuits as well as pure voltage or current sources can be so connected
was established in [21 and 24], but resistances between extremities remained an

open problem, which this paper now resolves. Moreover, if resistances can be

connected out at infinity, so too can other infinite networks, and we are thereby

led naturally to a transfinitely connected infinite network, that is, to a theory of

electrical networks based upon ^-graphs rather than on conventional graphs.

The idea of transfinite electrical networks in the special cases of ladders and
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grids occurs in [26 and 27], but those works use the regular structures of their

graphs in essential ways. The arbitrariness of the graphs in this paper requires

a much different analysis.

A primary result of this work is an existence and uniqueness theorem, estab-

lished in §10, for the voltage-current regime in a transfinite electrical network.

The fundamental principle upon which it is based is Tellegen's equation. Kirch-

hoff s laws follow as a consequence (§11), but those laws need not hold every-

where in the network. The current law will hold at every "restraining node" and

the voltage law will hold around every "perceptible loop." A node is "restrain-

ing" if the sum of its incident conductances is finite, and a loop is "perceptible"

if the sum of its resistances is finite.

The proof of the existence and uniqueness theorem is roughly analogous

to a mesh analysis of a finite network, for the solution space is constructed

out of finite and transfinite loop currents. The question naturally arises as to

whether a dual theory (dual in the sense of circuit theory) can also be devised.

This is accomplished in § 12, where now the fundamental quantities, from which

another solution space is built, are sets of branch voltages. This leads to another

existence and uniqueness theorem, but it is shown in § 13 that the two theories

are equivalent in that they yield the same voltage-current regime.

Another objective of this work is to examine the voltages at the extremities

of a transfinite network, that is, at its 0-tips for various sections. Section 14

establishes that tips, which are "not disconnectable" in a certain sense, cannot

have different voltages; this implies that Halin's finitely chainlike structure can-

not have more than a finite number of different tip voltages. Furthermore, it

is shown in §15 that various 0-tip voltages may be forced to be identical be-

cause of a particular distribution of resistance values, even when the tips are

disconnectable.

In the last category of results, we have a generalization of Thomson's least

power principle [9, p. 322] for transfinite networks; it is given in §16. Also, the

concavity of driving-point resistance or conductance functions is established in

§17; the special case for finite networks was given in [11] and the special case for
infinite (but not transfinite) networks was given in [4]. All these concavity the-

orems are generalizations of the result originated by Shannon and Hagelbarger

[15].
Finally, this paper provides a basis for a theory of transfinite random walks,

wherein the walker wanders along transfinite paths, possibly "passing through

infinity" many times [28, 29].

Example. Consider the infinite ladder network of Figure 3 having the indicated

resistance values. The upper nodes are indexed consecutively from left to right

by the natural numbers. In analogy to a finite ladder network, we might suppose

that output terminals exist at the end of this infinite ladder network, namely, at

the 1-nodes indicated by the small circles in Figure 3. If so, a load resistance Rl

might be connected thereto. Let us suppose still further that the monotonicity

principle for resistance functions continues to hold for this ladder network.

Consequently, the driving-point resistance Rd should be less than the value it

becomes when all the shunting resistance values are replaced by oo. So, when

Rl = 0, this results in an infinite series circuit and /?/> < . 111 • • • = 1 /9 . On the

other hand, Rd should be larger than the value it becomes when all the series
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.05 .005 .0005
-AA** ■-VSv-

:io ?ioo        liooo

.05 .005 .0005

Figure 3. An infinite ladder network whose driving-

point resistance Rd as seen from the input terminals on

the left depends on the load resistance Rl connected on

the right to the extremities of the network represented

by two 1-nodes at infinity shown by the small circles.

The numbers are resistance values in ohms, which con-

tinue in the indicated pattern infinitely to the right.

resistances are replaced by 0. Now, for Rl — oc, we obtain an infinite parallel

circuit and RD > 1/.111-- = 9. We could then conclude that Rd changes

when Rl changes, and so we might infer that, in order for a voltage-current

regime to be determined when a source is impressed at the input to the ladder,

we must specify what the connection at infinity is—at least for this particular

network. In short, infinity is "perceptible" to an observer at the input. This

heuristic argument for ladder networks has a completely rigorous justification

[26].
The point here is that we now have a network with a connection "at infin-

ity", in particular, a resistance Rl whose nodes are embraced by two 1-nodes.

Moreover, Rl may be replaced by the input to another infinite ladder network
to get a network that extends "beyond infinity." In short, an electrical network

theory based upon k-graphs is needed.   D

9. A:-networks

Now that we have constructed transfinite graphs, we shall assign an analytical

structure to every branch to obtain thereby transfinite electrical networks. First

of all, note that, since 38 is a countable set, the natural numbers suffice to

index all the branches of a given k-graph 2? in some fashion. (It is when we

try to index the branches of a (k, 0)-path in the order of a tracing along that

path that the natural numbers or even a well-ordered indexing system may not

suffice.) Henceforth, we assume that every branch has a natural number j as

an index, where j = 0, 1, 2, ... . Furthermore, we assume that every branch

has an orientation, with respect to which the polarities of voltages and currents

will be measured.
The jth branch's analytical structure is given by Thevenin 's circuit, shown

in Figure 4, where a pure voltage source of value e} volts and a resistance of

value r¡ ohms are connected in series. e¡ is a real number, possibly zero, and

r¡ is a real positive number. g¡ will always denote the branch conductance

1/r,. Ohm's law and Kirchhoff s laws dictate that

(9) Vj = rjij-ej,

where v¡ is the value of the branch voltage and i¡ is the value of the branch
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—  •-1-ViV «

Íj -   ei + ri

Figure 4. Thevenin's circuit for the jib. branch. The

branch's orientation is taken to be in the direction of //

and in accordance with the polarities of Vj as a voltage

drop and of e, as a voltage rise.

current, both being real quantities. (To simplify notation, we will use r¡ to

designate the resistor as well as its resistance value, and similarly for e¡, v¡,

and ij.) In accordance with this analytical structure, we will only examine

purely resistive networks having no dependent sources.

Definition (^-network). An electrical network of rank k or simply a k-network

is taken to mean a A:-graph every branch of which has the analytical represen-

tation shown in Figure 4 with its parameters satisfying (9).

Henceforth, the symbol ¿^ will denote a summation Y^Jto over au tne

branch indices j unless something else is explicitly indicated. We shall im-

pose

Condition E. The branch voltage sources e¡ all taken together satisfy the condi-

tion of finite total isolated power, namely, Y^e2g¡ < oo.

As we shall see below, the total power absorbed in all the resistors, which

will equal the total power delivered by all the sources, is no larger than £) ejgj ■

Thus, Condition E implies that the ^-network will be in a finite-power regime.

10. The unique voltage-current regime

Boldface notation will denote one-way infinite vectors whose elements are
indexed by the natural numbers; thus, i = (in, ix, i2, ...) is the vector of

all branch currents, v = (vo, vx, v2, ... ) is the vector of all branch voltages,

and e = (eo, ei, e2, ...) is the vector of all branch voltage-source values. R

will denote the resistance operator that assigns to every branch-current vector

i the vector Ri = (rn/n, rxix, r2i2, ...) consisting of the voltages across the

branch resistances (i.e., the voltage drops r¡ij measured in the direction of the

branches' orientations). The support of any vector of branch quantities is the

set of all branches for which those quantities are nonzero.

J2" denotes the space of all branch-current vectors i for which £ ijfj < oo,

that is, for which the total power dissipated in all the resistors is finite. The

linear operations are defined componentwise on the vectors i. Moreover, we

assign the inner product (i, s) to two elements i, se/, where (i, s) =

J^fjijSj ; Il • II denotes the corresponding norm. A standard argument [10, p.

21] shows that J2" is complete under this norm and is therefore a Hubert space

and that convergence in J" implies componentwise convergence.

The next step is to assign currents to various <?-loops, where q < k , or more

precisely to the branches of the corresponding (q, 0)-loops. We now assign an

orientation to every <?-loop and thereby to the corresponding (q, 0)-loop; it is

one of the two possible ways of tracing around the loop.
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Definition ( q-loop current). A q-loop current or just loop current is an assign-

ment of branch currents such that the currents i¡ in all branches are zero except

for the branches in the corresponding (q, 0)-loop; in those latter branches the

currents are ij = ±i, where / is a real constant and the plus (minus) sign is

used if the 7th branch's orientation agrees (respectively, disagrees) with the

orientation of the loop.

Kirchhof/'s current law asserts that, given a 0-node Xq ,

(io) £±ó = o,

where N is the branch-index set for all the branches incident to x^ , ij is the
branch current in branch b¡, j £ N, and the plus (minus) sign is used if b¡ is

oriented toward (away from) the node. If branch b¡ is a selfloop (i.e., if it is

incident to just one node), j appears twice among the indices of the summation,

and +ij and —ij both appear in the summation; this will be significant when

we consider the absolute convergence of Kirchhoff s current law. A loop current

will satisfy Kirchhoff s current law at every 0-node except possibly when the

node is embraced by a q-node xq where q > 0. In the latter case, Kirchhoff s

current law will still be satisfied if the corresponding (q, 0)-loop passes from

one branch bx incident to the 0-node to another branch incident to the 0-node

but will not be satisfied if the loop passes from bx to a tip embraced by xq .

Definition (ordinary 0-node). A 0-node (finite or infinite) will be called ordinary

if it is not embraced by any q-node where q > 0.

Definition (perceptible q-looo). A q-loop L will be called perceptible if 2^je\rj

< 00 where A is the index set for all the branches embraced by L.

It follows immediately that a loop current will be a member of J^ if and

only if its loop is perceptible.

Definition ( g-basic current). Let q be any ordinal no larger than k . A q-basic

current is current vector i of the form i = £ i„ satisfying the following four

conditions:

(i) The set of summands i„ is finite or denumerable.

(ii) Each i„ is a <?-loop current such that the <?-loop is not an /-loop for any

l<q.
(hi) The support of i has a finite q-diameter, that is, there exists a natural

number d such that every two branches in that support are connected by a

q-paih having no more than d  <?-nodes.

(iv) Every ordinary 0-node is embraced by no more than a finite number of

the #-loops corresponding to the i„ . (In other words, only a finite number of

the i„ "flow through" any given ordinary 0-node.)

It is possible for a g-basic current to be a member of S without any of its

summands i„ being in y ; §XI of [24] gives an example of this for the case

where q — 1 .
For a given /c-network, ^° will denote the span of all <7-basic currents,

where 0 < q < k , that are members of J2". Thus, J?° c S . 3? will denote

the closure of 3?ü in J*", and so Si c S as well.  In fact, SZ is a Hubert
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space by itself when it is equipped with the inner product of y. Moreover,

convergence in 3t implies componentwise (i.e., branchwise) convergence.

Example. Actually, enlarged g-nodes may effectively be introduced when taking

the closure of 3fQ . For example, refer to the 1-graph of Figure 5. Assume that

the branch resistance values decay so rapidly as one proceeds to the right that

Yrj < oo. Figure 5(a) shows a 1-loop current consisting of a flow along the

branches am , through a 1-node c1 = {x°, i°} , and back through a single return

branch; x° is a 0-node, to which the return branch is incident, and t°a is the

0-tip having as a representative the 0-path of am branches. Since this 1-loop is

perceptible, its loop current is a member of Sf° . Also, all the 0-loop currents

of Figure 5(b) are members of 3f° too. Furthermore, we assume that the 0-tip

t\l corresponding to the bm branches comprises a singleton 1-node. However,

if all the indicated loop currents of Figures 5(a) and 5(b) have 1-ampere values,

(a)

(b)

Kwg}

(0
Figure 5. Assume that the sum of all resistance values

is finite, that cx is a 1-node, but that dx is not speci-

fied as a 1-node. The 1-ampere loop currents shown in

parts (a) and (b) are members of 3f°. Consequently,

3? contains the loop current shown in part (c), which

means that a new 1-node dx , an enlargement of c1 ,

has been introduced in effect just by taking the closure

of Jf°.
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their superposition will be the 1-ampere 1-loop current shown in Figure 5(c) and

will be a member of 3? too. Thus, an enlarged 1-node dx = {x°, fia, t9} has

effectively been introduced by taking the closure of 3f° , even though dx was

not declared to be a 1-node for this 1-graph. In fact, by appropriately altering

the directions of the loop currents of Figure 5(b), we see that every 0-tip is in

effect included in an enlarged 1-node.   D

We now turn to the voltage sources. Any branch voltage-source vector e

defines a mapping (i.e., a functional) from X into the real line Rx according

to

(11) (e,i) = £<?;/,-,       ieJT,

whenever Yleih converges.

Lemma 10.1. If e satisfies Condition E, then e defines a continuous linear map-

ping of 3? into Rx according to (11).

Proof. We first show that Y,ejij converges absolutely. By Schwarz's inequality,

(i2)        Ei^i = Ei^V;/2oi<[E^Eo^1/2.

The right-hand side is finite by virtue of Condition E and the fact that i £ 3t.

Since absolutely convergent series can be rearranged, the functional defined

by (11) is linear. Moreover, it is continuous because, according to (12) and the

norm of 3?,
'/2..

í,í)i<Ekói<[E^2 D

Here is a fundamental existence and uniqueness theorem for the voltage-

current regime of a /c-network.

Theorem 10.2. Given a k-network with a branch voltage-source vector e that

satisfies Condition E, there exists a unique i £ 3f such that

(13) (e-/?i,s) = 0

for every s £3Z. This equation implies the uniqueness of i in 3f even when s

¿s restricted to 3f°.

Proof. Since e defines a continuous linear functional on Sf according to

Lemma 10.1, we can invoke the Riesz representation theorem to conclude

that there is a unique i £ 3Í such that (e, s) = (s, i). On the other hand,

(s, i) = Yrjsjij ~ (^'> s) • Thus, (13) holds for that unique i. Moreover, i is

uniquely determined as a member of 3Z by the values of (s, i) for all seJ,

and in fact for just all the s £ .5fü since 3fQ is dense in 3? .   D

Equation (13) is known in the electrical engineering literature as Tellegen's

equation. It, rather than Kirchhoff s laws, is the governing equation that deter-

mines the voltage-current regime for our /c-network. Actually, the uniqueness

ofthat regime arises from the conjunction of the finite-total-isolated-power con-

dition (Condition E), the restriction of the allowable branch-current vectors to

3?, and Tellegen's equation (13). Nonetheless, as we shall see in the next sec-

tion, Kirchhoff s laws do hold in certain circumstances, even though they have

been relegated to a secondary role in this theory. Also, Ohm's law has been

imposed upon every r¡ by virtue of the term R\ in (13).
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Corollary 10.3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 10.2, the total power Yñrj

dissipated in all the resistors equals the total power Y ej ij supplied by all the volt-

age sources and is no larger than the finite total isolated power Y e2gj available

from all the voltage sources.

Proof. Set s = i in (13) to get

£ijrj = (Ri, i) = (e, i) = £<?,/,.

Upon combining this with (12), we obtain Y ñr¡ < YejSj ■   n

11. Kirchhoff's laws

Definition (restraining 0-node). A 0-node x° is called restraining if the sum

of the conductances of all the branches incident to Xq is finite, that is, if

YjeN Sj < °° where N is the index set for all the branches incident to x$ . In

the case of a self-loop, g¡ appears twice in the summation.

A finite node is restraining, but an infinite node may or may not be restrain-

ing.

Theorem 11.1. If Xq is an ordinary restraining 0-node, then, under the voltage-

current regime dictated by Theorem 10.2, Kirchhoff's current law (10) is satis-

fied at Xq ; moreover, the series on the left-hand side of (10) converges absolutely

when Xq is an infinite node.

Proof. Let Yn denote YjeN > an(^ 'et ' e ^ • Tnen>

2>i = S>J/V* E^'lE^
1/2

<lli|
I 1/2

N

Since Xq is restraining, the right-hand side is finite, which establishes the as-

serted absolute convergence.
Next, as was noted above, every loop current and therefore every basic current

satisfies ( 10) at x$ . Consequently, so too does every member of Sf° because

each such member is a (finite) linear combination of loop currents. Since 3f°

is dense in Sf, we can choose a sequence {im}m=o in ^° which converges in

3Z to the unique i £ 3? specified in Theorem 10.2. Thus, with imj (or ij)

denoting the jth component of \m (of i), we may write YjeN ^'W = 0 and

jeN
£=^-5>

<

N

I 1/2

N

1/2

1/2

< in-ufe«) o
IN N

as m —> oo . Thus, i satisfies Kirchhoff s current law at Xq .    D

Consider now Kirchhoff's voltage law. This asserts that

(14) E±^ = 0,
76A
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where A is the branch-index set for all the branches embraced by a given ori-

ented <¡r-loop L, Vj is the branch voltage in branch b¡, j £ A, and the plus

(minus) sign is used if the orientation of b¡ agrees (disagrees) with the orien-

tation of loop L. (Note that L bequeaths its orientation to the corresponding

(q, 0)-loop in an obvious way and therefore the two orientations can be com-

pared.)

Definition (perceptible <?-loop). A ¿/-loop L is called perceptible if YjeN ri <

OO .

Theorem 11.2. If L is a perceptible q-loop, then, under the voltage-current

regime dictated by Theorem 10.2, Kirchhoff's voltage law (14) holds around

L, and the series on the left-hand side of (14) converges absolutely.

Proof. Let s be the q-loop current corresponding to a unit current flow around

L. Since Vj = r¡ij - e¡ for each branch, the substitution of s into (13) yields

(14).
Let us now show that the left-hand side of (14) converges absolutely.   As

before, Ya will denote YjeA ■ ̂ e may write

I1/2

EN = E'J'W2* EoE^s;
L A

By Condition E of §9 and the perceptibility of L, the right-hand side is finite.
Similarly,

1/2

Ei^i = E^W< E^lEo
Since i £ 3Í and L is perceptible, the last right-hand side is finite too. Since
Vj = rjij — ej , we are done.    D

12. A dual analysis

For finite networks mesh and nodal analysis are "dual" in the circuit-theory

sense, that is, currents play the fundamental role in mesh analysis whereas volt-

ages do the same in nodal analysis. The question naturally arises as to whether

Theorem 10.2 has a dual in a similar sense. In response we present in this

section an existence-and-uniqueness theorem based upon voltage vectors.

First of all, we transform every branch from the Thevenin form shown in

Figure 4 to the equivalent Norton form shown in Figure 6, where g¡ = 1/r,

and hj = -g¡e¡. This amounts to rewriting (9) as ij = gjVj - hj. h =

(ho, hx, h2, ...) denotes the branch current-source vector. We shall assume

that h satisfies

Condition H.  Yrffj < oo.

This is equivalent to Condition E because Y^]rj — 12(^jrj)2Sj — lLejgj •

Given h, we search for a solution for the voltage vector v satisfying another

generalized form of Tellegen's equation (see (15) below). That vector is also

required to be of finite power. This is ensured by requiring the voltage vec-

tor to be a member of the space "V, which is defined as the space of all v =
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Figure 6. The Norton's equivalent form of the ;'th

branch. It is understood that hj, ij, and Vj have the

relative polarities shown and that the branch is oriented
in the direction of ij.

(vq , vx, v2, ... ) such that Y vjSj < °° a°d (v, s) = Y vjsj — 0 for all s £

3f°. This last condition insures in addition that Kirchhoff s voltage law is

satisfied around every perceptible g-loop (0 < q < k) but is actually a stronger

condition. The linear operations are defined on "V branchwise. We assign to

'V the inner product (v, w) = YSjvjwj for all v, w e 2^. || • II denotes the
corresponding norm. Standard arguments [10, p. 21] show that W is complete

and therefore a Hubert space. The conductance operator G assigns to each

y £(V the current vector C7v = (goVo, g\VX, g2v2,...).

With these definitions in hand, we may repeat the proofs of Lemma 10.1 and

Theorem 10.2, interchanging voltages and currents as well as resistances and

conductances, to obtain a result dual to Theorem 10.2.

Theorem 12.1. Let there be given a k-network with branches in Norton's form

and let h satisfy Condition H. Then, there exists a unique v £ W such that

(15)

for every w€?".

(w,h-(7v) = 0

13. The equivalence of the dual approaches

We now prove in two steps that Theorems 10.2 and 12.1 are equivalent in

the sense that they yield the same voltage-current regime.

Theorem 13.1. Let i be dictated by Theorem 10.2 and set v = i?i-e. Then, v

is the unique member of "V specified by Theorem 12.1.

Proof. The first fact to note is that e satisfies Condition E if and only if h

satisfies Condition H; this was pointed out just after Condition H.

Next, we show that v = i?i-e is a member of W. Indeed, for every s £ 3fa,

(y, s) = (Ri - e, s), and this is equal to zero according to (13). Moreover, we

can invoke Minkowski's inequality and the relation r¡gj = 1 to write

1/2 1/2
[5>fr]      -[Zirjij-ejfgj]1'  =[E(^/2 ejg)l2f

1/2

^[E^r+[E^]
1/2
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The first sum on the right-hand side is finite because i e 3Z according to

Theorem 10.2. So too is the second sum because e satisfies Condition E. Thus,

Y vjgj < oo . So truly, \£T~.

Finally, we have to show that (15) is satisfied. For any w £ W,

(w, G\) = (w, G(Ri - e)) = (w, i - (Je) = (w, i + h),

since -Ge = h according to the Thevenin-to-Norton conversion of the branch

forms. Now (w, i) = 0 because of the following facts: i £ 3Z ; 3fQ is dense

in 3? ; (w, s) = 0 for every s £ 3?° by the definition of "V ; w defines a

continuous linear functional on 3? because

1/2
= llwlli(w, 1)1 < lE^'vy2! < [E^E^

Thus, (w, C7v) = (w, h), which is (15).    D

Theorem 13.2. Let v be dictated by Theorem 12.1 and set i = GV-h. Then,
i is the member of 3? specified by Theorem 10.2.

Proof. Once again we note that h satisfies Condition H if and only if e satisfies

Condition E.
We now show that i £ 3Í . By using Minkowski's inequality and ij = gjVj -

hj as in the preceding proof, we obtain

[E^]1/2<[E^]1/2+E^ 1/2

The right-hand side is finite because v £ 'V and h satisfies Condition H. Thus,
\£jr .

To complete the proof that i £ 3Í, we make use of Hubert's coordinate space
l2 of one-way infinite vectors of quadratically summable real numbers. Let 3?2

be the space of all vectors {/■   s,-}, where s = (sx, s2, ... ) G 3£, and let 2^

be the space of all vectors {g)l2vf\, where y = (vx,v2, ...) £*V. Then, 3f2

and 'Vi are both subspaces of l2. For any y2£cV2 and any s2 £ 3Z2, we have

(v2, S2) = YSj vjr) sj — Ylvjsj ■ By definition, 'V is the set of all vectors

v of finite power for which Y vjsj = 0 f°r au s e <^° > and thereby for all

ss J as in the last part of the preceding proof. This shows that 2^ and 3F2

are orthogonal complements of each other; that is, 3f2 = 2^-L. Let w be any

member of W and W2 its corresponding member of 2^ • We may write

(w,i) = E^/V'/2/V = (W2'¡2)-

On the other hand, by (15)

(w,i) = (w, Gv-h) = 0.

Hence, i2 £ %f = 3?2. Therefore, i £ Sf .
Finally, we show that (13) is satisfied. Let s be any member of 3? . Then,

(Ri, s) = (R(Gy - h), s) = (v - Rh, s) = (v + e, s).

Since y£T, (v, s) = 0. Thus, (Ri, s) = (e, s), which is (13).    D
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14. NONDISCONNECTABLE 0-TIPS

How many 0-tips can a 0-section have? The answer in general is a contin-

uum of them. This is so, for example, for the infinite binary tree of Figure 7.

Although each 0-tip therein has an infinity of representatives, it can identified

with the unique representative that starts at node «o . The cardinality of the set

of all one-ended 0-paths starting at «o is c, the cardinality of the continuum,

and hence there is a continuum of 0-tips.

As another example, consider the infinite 0-graph of Figure 8. Here too we
can restrict our attention to those representatives of 0-tips that start at the 0-

node «o, but now each 0-tip has an infinity of such representatives. Every

one of those representatives can be designated by a sequence {zx, z2, z3, ...}

of branches, where each z¡ can be chosen to be either a¡ or b¡. There is a

continuum of such representatives. Moreover, each 0-tip can be identified as

an equivalence class of such sequences, where two sequences are taken to be

equivalent if they differ by no more than a finite number of the z,. Given any

such sequence S we can count all the others in its equivalence class; indeed,

count the one that differs from S only in zx, then count the two additional ones

that differ from 5 at most only in zx and z2, then count the four additional

ones that differ from 5 at most only in zx, z2 and z3, and so forth. Thus,

the cardinality of the set of 0-tips is c + No = c [13, p. 299]. Even though this
network has the same cardinality of 0-tips as does that of Figure 7, it can have at

most one 0-tip voltage, whereas the network of Figure 7 can have a continuum

of 0-tip voltages. This is a consequence of a more general result (see Theorem

14.1 below), which we shall now establish.
First however we should explicate what we mean by a "0-tip voltage" and by a

"node voltage" in a /c-network. Let / be a 0-tip, let x be a 1-node that contains

/, and let xg be a 0-node or a 1 -node different from x . Then, x 's voltage is

Figure 7. The infinite binary tree. It has a continuum

of 0-tips.

Figure 8. A 0-graph having a continuum of 0-tips. This

is a 1-times chainlike infinite 0-graph.
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defined to be the same as / 's voltage, which we now set about defining. As with

loops, a path P is said to be perceptible if Yjen 0 < °° > where Tl is the index

set for all the branches embraced by P.

Definition (perceptible nodes and 0-tips). x and / are said to be perceptible

from xg if there exists a perceptible 0-path P that ends at both x and xg and

lies in the same 0-section as the representatives of /. (P need not contain a

representative of t.) Similarly, a 0-node « is called perceptible from xg if «

and Xg are connected by a perceptible 0-path.

Definition (node and 0-tip voltages). Assign a voltage ug to xg . Then, x (or /

or n) is said to have a voltage with respect to xg if x (or / or « , respectively)

is perceptible from xg ; that voltage is defined to be

(16) Ug+  E  ±Vm,
meM

where M is the branch-index set for the branches in a perceptible 0-path P

ending at xg and x (or í or », respectively). The +(-) sign is used if the

mth branch's orientation agrees (disagrees) with a tracing of P from x to xg .

This definition has a meaning because the series converges absolutely, as is

shown by the proof of Theorem 11.2. Moreover, x's voltage is independent

of the choice of the path that meets both x and xg so long as the path is

perceptible; this follows from Kirchhoff s voltage law which holds for perceptible

loops, according to Theorem 11.2 again.

Definition (nondisconnectable 0-tips). Assume that the 0-tips ta and tb possess

the representatives Pa and Pb respectively that meet infinitely often in the fol-

lowing sense: There exists an infinite sequence of 0-nodes that are all embraced

by both Pa and Pb (perhaps in different orders). Then, ta and tb are called

not disconnectable (or nondisconnectable).

This means in effect that the two representatives cannot be isolated from

each other by removing a set of branches. Note also that, when Pa and Pb

satisfy the stated conditions, those conditions will also be satisfied by all pairs

of representatives for ta and tb .

Theorem 14.1. Let the 0-node or l-node xg of a k-network have an assigned

voltage. Let ta and tb be two 0-tips which are perceptible from xg, have percep-

tible representatives, and are not disconnectable. Then, they both have voltages

va and vb with respect to xg, and moreover va = vb .

Proof. The existence of va and vb is insured by the perceptibility of ta and

tb from xg . We can choose any representatives Pa and Pb for ta and tb , and

they will be perceptible and will meet infinitely often in the stated sense. Since

the representatives of ta and tb lie in the same 0-section as the perceptible

0-path P that ends at x and xg , all the 0-nodes of those representatives have

voltages with respect to xg , and those voltages are determined from va and vb

by formulas such as (16). The absolute convergence of the series in (16) insures

that va (or vb) is the limit of the voltages at the common 0-nodes shared by

Pa and Pb . Thus, va = vb .   O

A consequence of Theorem 14.1 is that the number of different 0-tip voltages

a 0-section can have may be radically limited by the structure of the graph. A
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Figure 9.   A 5-times chainlike infinite 0-graph.   The

dots denote the nodes in the various Vp .

simple example is provided by Figure 8; although there is a continuum of 0-tips

in that network, all 0-tip voltages must be the same if they exist at all.

Example. More generally, there can be no more than a finite number m of dif-

ferent 0-tip voltages in any m-times chainlike 0-graph, a structure examined by

Halin [8] and illustrated in Figure 9. Such a structure is the union of an infinity

of finite 0-graphs Go, Gx, G2, ... having the following properties: Each branch

appears in exactly one of the Gp ; all 0-nodes have finite degree; Gp n Gp+ x is

a set Vp+X of m 0-nodes; for \q - p\ > 2, Gpr\Gq is void; in each Gp with

p > 1, there are m node-distinct finite 0-paths from the nodes in Vp to the

nodes in Vp+X. Thus, a one-way infinite ladder is 2-times chainlike, whereas a

two-way infinite ladder is 4-times chainlike.

In general, an m-times chainlike 0-graph can have a continuum of 0-tips.

However, one can choose m, but no more than m, pairwise node-disjoint,

one-ended 0-paths in such a graph. If a voltage-current regime exists according

to Theorem 10.2, there can be m (or less) different 0-tip voltages. Any other

one-ended 0-path must be nondisconnectable from at least one of the chosen 0-

paths. Therefore, by Theorem 14.1, there can be no more than m different 0-tip
voltages. In fact, when all m different 0-tip voltages exist, the 0-node voltages

along any one-ended 0-path must either converge to one of the m 0-tip voltages

or oscillate indefinitely.   D

15. Effectively shorted 0-tips

Let us now consider 0-tips that are disconnectable (i.e., not nondisconnectable).

Such tips may or may not have voltages in accordance with (16), but, when they

do, those voltages are in general different from one another. However, under

certain circumstances, the graph and the resistance values of the network may

force two such 0-tip voltages to be the same. In effect, the network behaves as

though the two tips have been "shorted together".

Example. For the semi-infinite grid of Figure 10, assume that all resistance

values vary only in the vertical direction and there are only a finite number

of voltage sources, which we take to be in the uppermost branches. Assume

also that all 1-nodes are singletons, (i.e., open circuits exist everywhere at infin-

ity). Assign a zero voltage to the infinite 0-node (i.e., the "ground" node) at the

top. If Yh=o ri < oo, then every 0-tip with a strictly vertical representative has a
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i-0

¿■1     -

i=2    --

Figure 10. A semi-infinite grid. The em denote voltage

sources, and the r¡ and p¡ denote positive resistances.

voltage, which is the limit of the node voltages along that representative. If in

addition every horizontal resistance p¡ is 1 ohm, then those vertically downward

0-tips must have the same voltage, as we shall show below. On the other hand,

if the horizontal resistances increase rapidly enough to yield YHo PjX < °° >
then the vertically downward 0-tips can have different voltages [27].   G

Some conditions that force two disconnectable 0-tips to have the same voltage

are the following.

Theorem 15.1. Let two 0-tips ta and tb be perceptible from a node xg with

a given voltage. Let {yan}^ (and {yô„}~,) be an infinite sequence of 0-

nodes embraced by a perceptible representative Pa of ta (respectively, Pb of

tb). Assume that, for each «, yan and ybn are connected by a 0-path Qn that

terminates at yan and ybn. Let Jn denote the branch index set for Qn and

assume that minJn = min{j: j £ Jn} —> oo as « —> oo. Assume furthermore

that

[11) Y,rJ<M,
j€Jn

where M is a constant independent of n.   Then,  ta and tb have the same

voltage with respect to xg .

Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 14.1, but now the voltage at yan

need not be the same as the voltage at ybn . They differ by

(18) E ±{-ei - ijrj)-
j€J„

The +(-) sign is chosen if that branch's orientation agrees (disagrees) with a

tracing from yan to ybn along Qn . By virtue of the proof of Theorem 14.1,

all we need to show is that (18) tends to zero as « —> oo .
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Let Yn denote YjeJ„ ■ Then

Eiwi<Ei^/2o/2^ E^Eo
"I1/2

But> Yl%oijrJ < °° since i G ^ by Theorem 10.2. Since minJn —» oo as

« —> oo, it follows that Yni2jrj -» 0 as » -» oo. In view of (17), we can

conclude that Yn \hrj\ ~~* 0 •
Similarly, upon setting g¡ =r~l, we may write

En = Ei^M/2^ E^Eo
1/2

By Condition E, Y%oejSj < oo.   So, as « —> oo,  YnejSj ~* °° because

min./„ -> oo . Again by (17), £n |^| -» 0.

Combining these two results, we have it that (18) tends to zero as « -> oo .   D

16. Thomson's least power principle

Another approach to the theory of finite networks is to identify the voltage-

current regime as that regime for which the power dissipated is minimized [9,

p. 322]. The same property holds for A:-networks.

Let us assume that all the branches are in their Thevenin form (Figure 4).

Let SPe be the subset of 3t defined by

^ = {sG^:(e,s) = (e,i)},

where as always i is the current vector dictated by Theorem 10.2.

Theorem 16.1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 10.2, i is that member s G -S£

for which Ysjrj is a minimum. There is only one such member of ^e.

Proof. Set s = i + Ai. So, Ai e 3Z . Moreover,

(e,s) = (e,i) + (e,Ai).

Since S6^,

(19) (e,Ai) = 0.

We shall show that

(20) (R(i + Ai),i + M)-(Ri,i)

is a positive quantity. Indeed, (20) is equal to

(Ri, Ai) + (RM, i) + (i?Ai, Ai) = 2(Ri, Ai) + (RM, Ai).

By ( 13), (Ri, Ai) = (e, Ai), which by ( 19) is zero. Hence, (20) equals (RM, Ai)
- J2 rj(&ij)2 • This is strictly positive whenever Ai ̂  0.   D

Now, let
£Te = {s G 3f : Sj■ — ij whenever ej f= 0}.

5^ is a subset of JzÇ , and therefore we have
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Corollary 16.2. For any s G EFe, Ysjrj ^ z3 i)rj > with strict inequality occurring

if 9*1.

A way of understanding this corollary is to turn our attention to the reduced

network induced by those branches that do not possess voltage sources. The

currents in the branches with nonzero voltage sources can be taken to be a

set of given current sources feeding the said reduced network. According to

the corollary, the currents are distributed throughout the reduced network to

minimize the power dissipated therein.

In the dual case the following results can be established in just the same way.

Assume that all the branches are in the Norton form (Figure 6) and let

4 = {wef:(w,h) = (v,h)}.

Theorem 16.3. If v is the voltage vector specified by Theorem 12.1, then y is

that member of Jfh for which YwJSj is a minimum. There is only one such

member of J£n.

Now, let / be the index set for all the branches having nonzero current

sources. Let

jyh = {yy £W: Wj = v¡ whenever j £ J}.

Clearly, J^ is a subset of Jfn . Thus, we have

Corollary 16.4. // v ¿5 given by Theorem 12.1 and if w g JVn , then YwJSj >

Y Vjgj, with strict inequality holding if w * y.

17. Resistance theorems

Another way to examine the behavior of a purely resistive (i.e., no sources)
/c-network is to observe its driving-point resistance Rd between a pair of nodes

xp and x\ . This is illustrated in Figure 11. The ranks p and q need not

be the same. An additional branch ¿0 with voltage source eo and resistance

r0 is connected to xf and x9 by having the 0-nodes of bo embraced by xp

and xq , one to each. Then, RD = v0/io = Ro - ro, where Ro = eo/io is the
driving-point resistance as seen from e0 . Now, Ro (or RD) is a function of all

the branch resistances r¡ including r0 (respectively, excluding r0). We shall

prove in this section that Rq and Rd are concave-downward functions of those

resistances; that is, with r¡ and r'- denoting positive resistances, we have

(21) Ro(ro + r'o,rx+r\,...)> R0(r0 ,rx,...) + R0(r'0 ,r\,...),

(22) RD(rx + r\,r2 + r'2,...)> RD(rx ,r2,...) + RD(r'x ,r'2,...).

This will extend a result of Shannon and Hagelbarger [11, 15] to our /c-networks.

Let 3f now be the space of allowable branch-current vectors for the network

obtained by augmenting the /c-network with the branch ¿>0, as indicated in

Figure 11. We will need the condition that /o ^ 0 whenever ¿"o # 0.

Lemma 17.1. Assume that e0 ̂  0 and that e¡ = 0 for j = 1,2, ... . Then, for
the current vector i = (in, i'i, ...) dictated by Theorem 10.2, we have /o / 0

if and only if 3? contains at least one current vector f = (fo, f , f2, ... ) with

/o#0.
Proof. Only if. This is obvious.
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-&r-r-Ö»

branch b, J «2"

k- network

Figure 11. The set-up for measuring the driving-point

resistance Rd = eo/io - ro between the two nodes xp

and xf of a purely resistive /c-network. The /c-network

has no sources.

If. Suppose 3? possesses such an f and yet /'o = 0. Then, eoio = 0. Set

s = i in (13). This yields eoio = Y.i)rj ■ Hence, i¡

by (13) with s = f, we have e0/o = Érjijfj = 0.
contradicts the hypothesis that e * 0.   D

= 0 for every j. Thus,

Therefore, eo = 0; this

Theorem 17.2. Let Ro = eo/io be measured in accordance with Figure 11 where

c^o t^ 0, the k-network has no sources, and the current regime is dictated by

Theorem 10.2. If 3Z contains at least one current vector f — (fo, fx, ...) with

fo*0, then Ro = eo/io is a concave downward function of the r¡, that is, (21)
holds for all positive r¡ and r'-.

Proof. Choose any real nonzero number 70 and fix it. Since z'o * 0 by Lemma

17.2, we can always adjust eo to make z'o = h ', indeed, just multiply e and i

in (13) by I0/i0.
Next, choose any collection of positive resistances r¡ and rj for all j —

0,1,2,.... Consider three cases where in each case eo has been adjusted to

make z'o = Io • In the first case, the branch resistances are r¡ + r'j, the adjusted

value of eo is denoted by Eo , the branch currents are f , and

Ro(ro + r'0, rx + r[,... )
Eo

h E(o + 4-'o

I - (Io, Ix, ...) in ( 13) and thenThe last equation is obtained by setting s

dividing by Iq
and respectively r'-, the adjusted values of eo are denoted by eo and e'Q , the

branch currents are /, and /',, and

Iq .  In the second and third cases, the branch resistances are r,

j

respectively

R

^o^o, rx, ... ) = y = 22 rj J2 '

01^0' M ' ••
10
/o

i'2

For the second case, I is not in general equal to the solution i but is a member

of <9£ (see §16). So, by Corollary 16.2, Yrjl] ^ Eri'/ • ^n the same way we
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get Yr'jl2 >Yr'ji'2 ■ Hence,

I2 I2
Ro(ro + r'o,rx+r'x,...) = Y.ri-k + Y.r'jn

7o •'o

z'2 i'2
>T,rJj2+^2'"j^=Ro(ro,rx,...) + Ro(r'o,r[,...),

*o *0

as asserted.   D

With regard to Rd = vo/io , we need merely subtract r0 from R0 to obtain

Corollary 17.3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 17.2, (22) holds.

Note that, since we are dealing with a /c-network, the nodes xP and x9 in

Figure 11 may be effectively shorted together by the network. Thus, a pure

voltage source of value Vq applied to xp and x| may yield an infinite z'o.

This is why our result on RD had to be derived from R0 rather than directly.

The concavity property continues to hold even when some of the r' are zero.

The same proof holds except that in the third case we would be dealing with

a network some of whose branches have zero resistance. Instead of this, we

will short together the nodes of any such branch to make it into a self-loop; in

the resulting network those self-loop branches, none of which have sources, will

carry zero currents when eo is applied as in Figure 11. Thus, we can still invoke

Corollary 16.2 for the latter network to write Y r'jl] ^ S r'ji'f > as needed.

Corollary 17.4. Theorem 17.2 continues to hold even when some of the rj are

equal to zero.

Another corollary is Rayleigh 's monotonicity law. For k-networks we have

Corollary 17.5. Assign two, possibly different, resistance values r¡ and rj to

each branch of the k-network of Figure 11 such that ro = r'0 and r¡ > r'¡ for

j =1,2, ... . Then,

Po(ro ,rx,r2,...)> R0(r0, r'x, r'2, ...)

and

RD(ri,r2,...)>RD(r\,r'2,...).

These results also hold in the dual approach, where now the R 's and r 's are

replaced by G 's and g 's.

18. Some final remarks

1. Pure sources. We have assumed that every branch has a positive (not zero)

branch resistance. However, we can allow some branches to have zero resistance,

that is, to be pure voltage sources; in fact, pure current sources can also be

allowed. Our theory can be so extended by using the technique of transferring

pure sources into branches with positive resistances and adapting the arguments

employed in §§VH, VIII, and XII of [24].

2. Reciprocity theorem. The reciprocity theorem continues to hold for k-net-

works. That theorem states that the current in branch j due to a unit voltage

source in branch m is equal to the current in branch m due to a unit voltage

source in branch j. Flanders' proof of this fact (see Corollary 3 in [7]) extends

directly to our Zc-networks.
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3. Transfinite digraphs. Some manifest alterations in our definitions lead to

transfinite digraphs. Let us just sketch the construction. We now start with an

ordinary digraph, that is, a pair (s/ , T"0), where sé is the set of arcs and ^"°

is the set of vertices—now called O-vertices. We then partition all one-ended

dipaths into equivalence classes by treating two dipaths as being equivalent if

they differ at most by a finite number of O-vertices and arcs. Such an equivalence

class can be called a 0-ditip. A 0-ditip is either a 0-intip or a 0-outtip if any one

of its representatives is directed toward or respectively away from the 0-ditip.

Then, a l-vertex is a set of 0-ditips plus possibly one 0-vertex, and it is required

that every 0-ditip be a member of some l-vertex and that any two 1-vertices

have a void intersection. Finally, a l-digraph is the triplet (sé, y°, "Vx),

where "Vx is the set of 1-vertices.

This construction can be continued to obtain transfinite digraphs of higher

ranks, namely, k-digraphs. Corresponding to each k-digraph there is an un-

derlying k-graph, which can be partitioned into ¿/-sections with 0 < q < k as

above. Now however, we can define a strong q-section as a reduced digraph

induced by a maximal set of arcs that are strongly ¿/-connected. Each strong

¿/-section will be entirely contained within a ¿/-section.
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